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Abstract

Purpose – Intellectual capital (IC) plays a crucial role in today’s volatile business landscape, yet its
measurement remains complex. To better navigate these challenges, the authors propose the Integrated
Intellectual Capital Measurement (IICM) model, an innovative, robust and comprehensive framework designed
to capture IC amid business uncertainty. This study focuses on IC measurement models, typically reliant on
secondary data, thus distinguishing it from conventional IC studies.
Design/methodology/approach – The authors conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) and
bibliometric analysis across Web of Science, Scopus and EBSCO Business Source Ultimate in February 2023.
This yielded 2,709 IC measurement studies, from which the authors selected 27 quantitative papers published
from 1985 to 2023.
Findings – The analysis revealed no single, universally accepted approach for measuring IC, with company
attributes such as size, industry and location significantly influencing ICmeasurement methods. A key finding
is human capital’s critical yet underrepresented role in firm competitiveness, which the IICM model aims to
elevate.
Originality/value –This is the first SLR focused on IC measurement amid business uncertainty, providing
insights for better management and navigating turbulence. The authors envisage future research exploring
the interplay between IC components, technology, innovation and network-building strategies for business
resilience. Additionally, there is a need to understand better the IC’s impact on specific industries
(automotive, transportation and hospitality), Social Development Goals and digital transformation
performance.
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Introduction
Intellectual capital (IC) has enjoyed considerable attention in research and practice for over
3 decades. The current economy, which is highly competitive and digitized, has shifted
attention towards intangible assets as companies strive to outdo each other in terms of
innovation. Over the past 25 years, the investment share of intangibles has increased by 29%
in the United States and ten European economies (Hazan et al., 2021). In 2018, ICmade up 84%
of all enterprise value on the S&P 500 (one of the most important US stock market indexes).
This is a massive increase from 68% in 1995 (Aon-Ponemon, 2020).

This paper focuses on IC measurement tools and models, which inherently differ from
traditional IC studies due to the constraints and opportunities of utilizing secondary data,
such as financial reports.

IC evaluation permits firms to comprehend intangible assets’ value better, making more
informed strategic decisions (Bontis, 1998; Edvinsson and Malone, 1997). Furthermore, it
allows companies to identify and exploit their knowledge assets to bolster performance,
spark innovation and enhance collaboration (Sveiby, 2001; Roos et al., 2007). This makes the
company more appealing to investors interested in the company’s intellectual property and
knowledge resources (Steward, 1997).

While there is no universally agreed-upon definition of IC, literature widely acknowledges
that IC comprises various components (Kianto et al., 2017; Asiaei et al., 2018; Pedro et al., 2018).
Here, by IC, we refer to the combination of three elements: human, structural and relational
capital (Edvinsson and Malone, 1997; Roos et al., 1997). Human capital refers to the collective
knowledge, skills and innovative potential embedded within an organization’s personnel
(Bontis, 1998; Youndt et al., 2004). Structural capital encompasses the organization’s systems,
procedures and intellectual property, independent of its human components (Edvinsson and
Malone, 1997; Roos et al., 2007). Finally, relational capital refers to the valuable relationships
and networks an organization has built with external entities such as clients, suppliers and
stakeholders. These often become crucial during unpredictable market conditions (Sveiby,
1997; Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998).

Having detailed the components of IC—human, structural and relational—it becomes
crucial to place these elements in the context of the dynamic and unpredictable business
landscape where they operate. As explored in this study, business uncertainty pertains to the
lack of clarity or predictability about future market conditions, economic trends or other
factors that may impact a company’s operations or profitability (Bennett and Lemoine, 2014).

Previous research has suggested identifying IC measurement models better to navigate
political, technological, economic and environmental changes. For example, Ashton (2005)
reported that conventional financial measurement and reporting systems have failed to keep
upwith the external business environment transformations and how companies have reacted
to those changes. Since entrepreneurs face numerous challenges in turbulent and torn
environments, measuring and leveraging IC has become vital to developing business
resilience, thriving and surviving (Daou et al., 2019).

Several studies have focused on the multiple facets of IC in the past decade. For example,
Jalonen’s (2012) systematic review found that uncertainty is a pervasive and inevitable aspect of
the innovation process, affectingvarious stages from idea generation to commercialization. This
study gives a valuable perspective on the relationship between IC and innovation in firms.
However, the author did not look at methodologies for appraisal IC. Other more recent studies
(Ali et al., 2021; Lin and Edvinsson, 2021; Paoloni et al., 2023) provided a comprehensive
overview of IC topics and suggested several potential gaps in IC research. Still, they did not
examine current uncertain business circumstances.

Although previous studies have provided valuable insights into the relationship between
IC and innovation and have identified potential gaps in IC research, they have not explicitly
addressed or developed methodologies for assessing IC in the face of unpredictable events
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that might lead to adverse outcomes for firms. This presents an uncharted area of
investigation in the field of IC research.

In light of this, our study poses three core questions:Whichmethods aremost effective for
measuring IC in uncertain environments? Which component of IC—human, structural or
relational capital—enhances firm performance most effectively? Furthermore, can a
universal model for IC measurement be developed in the context of business turbulence?

We aim to bridge this research gap by proposing a comprehensive IC measurement model
adaptable to uncertain business environments. This will deepen the academic understanding
of IC valuation methodologies and provide practical guidance for businesses navigating
turbulence.

Here, to our knowledge for the first time, we conduct a systematic literature review (SLR)
with qualitative synthesis and bibliometric analysis of study findings on IC measurement in
uncertain contexts. Navigating the complexities of IC under uncertain conditions challenges
traditional methodologies. The SLR methodology, enriched with qualitative synthesis and
extended by bibliometric analysis, illuminates IC research trends, gaps and influential
contributors, challenging traditional paradigms and potentially invigorating practice
(Tranfield et al., 2003).

Theoretical underpinnings
Interwoven with the contemporary global economy, business uncertainty emanates from
diverse sources, such as political instability exemplified by Brexit and U.S.–China trade
tensions (Boungou and Yati�e, 2022), economic fluctuations visible in scenarios like the 2008
crisis and recent bank failures (Pandey et al., 2023) and technological advancements
(Brynjolfsson and McAfee, 2014). Further complexity arises from supply chain disruptions
due to climate change (Lee and Klassen, 2016) and increasing demands for socioeconomic
equity and fair practices in business operations (Cosa and Urban, 2023).

To navigate these complexities, strategically enhancing organizations’ intellectual assets is
vital to mitigate business turbulences (Herremans et al., 2011; Khan and Ali, 2017). IC theories
underscore the significance of knowledge management (KM) in driving organizational prowess
and competitiveness (Bontis, 1998; Juma and McGee, 2006). A valuable theoretical structure to
investigate KM within a firm’s context is the resource-based view (RBV), which posits
knowledge as the cornerstone for fostering andmaintaining a firm’s competitive advantage and
long-term performance (Alavi and Leidner, 2001). The RBV also informs the knowledge-based
view that treats knowledge as crucial for obtaining a sustained advantage (Carneiro, 2000;
Cohen and Olsen, 2015). Firms now rely heavily on knowledge resources to successfully
implement their products and services (Alavi and Leidner, 2001; Alegre et al., 2013). Within this
framework, IC emerges as essential, fortifying organizations against turbulence and
underscoring the urgency of precise IC measurement techniques.

However, current IC assessment methodologies present challenges. Direct intellectual capital
methods (DICMs) allow an in-depth analysis of IC components but can compromise reliability
amid fluctuating valuations in crises. Market capitalization methods (MCMs), anchored in market
perceptions, are vulnerable to speculative behaviors, notably during economic downturns. In
parallel, both returnonassetsmethods (ROA) and scorecardmethods (SC) highlight the challenges
of quantifying IC, revealing a dichotomy between tangible and intangible assets during periods of
financial and market instability (Roos et al., 2007; Sveiby, 2018).

Given these challenges, a pressing need emerges for a robust IC measurement
methodology resilient to global business uncertainties. Therefore, our research trajectory
introduces the Integrated Intellectual Capital Measurement (IICM) model, an innovative
solution conceived to bridge existing gaps. We designed IICM to holistically capture both
tangible and elusive aspects of IC in current uncertain times. By combining insights from
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existing models and pioneering adaptations, our proposed model could affect how firms
assess their IC strengths and weaknesses during turbulence, fostering organizational
resilience and adaptability.

Methods
Following the guidance of Tranfield et al. (2003), our SLR methodically uncovers, assesses
and assimilates all pertinent research, enabling rigorous inquiry into our targeted research
questions. Adherence to the PRISMA checklist by Moher et al. (2015) bolsters the
transparency and replicability of our study. In addition to the SLR, bibliometric analysis
forms a key part of our research approach. It allows us to chart the trajectory of IC discourse
over time, effectively identifying gaps and future research opportunities.

Search strategy
We searchedWeb of Science, Scopus andEBSCOBusiness Source Ultimate on February 24, 2023.
To ensure the broadest coverage possible, the expression “intellectual capital measurement”was
split into two different keywords (“intellectual capital” and “measurement”) because several
studies did not use the sentence “intellectual capitalmeasurement” in that exact order. Since IC is a
broad concept with multiple meanings (Ramlee and Abu, 2004), following Evans et al. (2015), the
search terms used were: “intellectual capital*,” “intellectual asset*,” “intangible asset*,” “invisible
asset*,” “knowledge capital” and “knowledge asset*.” Finally, following (Paoloni et al., 2023), the
abovementioned variations for IC with the keyword “measurement*” were paired (with the “*”
wildcard to include both singular and plural versions). Table 1 represents the search strings used
and the number of documents found.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Drawing on the work by Shinde et al. (2022), we defined the inclusion and exclusion criteria
using the Population, Intervention, Context, Outcome, Time method.

Database Search query
No. of

documents

Web of Science TS5(“intellectual capital*” OR “intellectual asset*” OR “intangible
asset*” OR “invisible asset*” OR “knowledge capital” OR
“knowledge asset*”) AND TS5(“measurement*”)

870

Scopus TITLE-ABS-KEY (“intellectual capital*” OR “intellectual asset*”
OR “intangible asset*” OR “invisible asset*” OR “knowledge
capital” OR “knowledge asset*”) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY
(“measurement*”)

1,127

EBSCO business
source ultimate

(TI (“intellectual capital*” OR “intellectual asset*” OR “intangible
asset*” OR “invisible asset*” OR “knowledge capital” OR
“knowledge asset*”) OR AB (“intellectual capital*” OR “intellectual
asset*”OR “intangible asset*”OR “invisible asset*”OR “knowledge
capital” OR “knowledge asset*”) OR KW (“intellectual capital*” OR
“intellectual asset*”OR “intangible asset*”OR “invisible asset*”OR
“knowledge capital” OR “knowledge asset*”)) AND (TI
(“measurement*”) OR AB (“measurement*”) OR KW
(“measurement*”))

712

Note(s):The authors used different search queries tailored to each bibliographic database tool. Each database
has its retrieval mechanisms, highlighting the diversity present in bibliographic systems
Source(s): Own elaboration

Table 1.
Database source and
query executed
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In summary, the focus was (1) retrieving peer-reviewed quantitative studies analyzing IC
measurement methods in private firms; (2) only papers that considered the elements of
uncertainty or turbulent environments that put long-term pressure on businesses (Brende
and Sternfels, 2022), such as unstable commodity markets, increasing inflation, global health
crises, climate-related hazards, significant changes in consumer behavior and industrial
demands and digital transformation (Banholzer et al., 2022); (3) only studies in English were
included; and (4) papers were excluded if they focused on the IC conceptualization and IC
research in universities, education, healthcare, nonprofit and public sectors, as the
experiences about these topics have been examined in-depth elsewhere (Marr and
Moustaghfir, 2005; Buonomo et al., 2020; Paoloni et al., 2020; Quarchioni et al., 2022).

For identifying how to measure IC in firms and its impacts on financial and management
performance, this selection did not include studies that focused solely on the reporting and
disclosure of IC. Articles focused onmeso- andmacro-level analyses of IC (i.e. global, regional
and national levels) were also excluded. Finally, we set a timespan to exclude studies
published before 1985, as the main contribution to the field of IC started to be published after
that year (Marr and Moustaghfir, 2005).

We did not perform the citation impact analysis because over 40% of articles included in
our review have been published in the last three years. According to Dumay (2014), recent
publications should be excluded from citation analysis since they need more time to be cited.
Therefore, the article’s impact analysis could have reported inaccurate results in our case.
Figure 1 depicts the flowchart for the selection process of the articles. After applying
inclusion/exclusion criteria, the search yielded 27 studies for inclusion in our review.

Data extraction and analysis
We extracted the title, author, journal, year and additional data from each article to evaluate
the risk of bias, including research questions, quantitative methodology, sample size, time
observation, industry, size of companies and main findings.

We performed a qualitative synthesis of uncertainty-related issues and findings. To
classify the studies, we usedWebster andWatson’s (Webster andWatson, 2002) method that
categorizes each work based on its core theme. By doing this, we can qualitatively synthesize
the specific topic advanced by each study included (Massaro et al., 2016), which helps us
understand their primary objective. This approach streamlines and enhances our
comparative analysis, allowing us to distill the diverse and intricate strands of thought
within the IC measurement research landscape.

The 27 included studies analyzing alternative IC assessment models examined five areas
of uncertainty: (1) digital transformation, (2) environmental impact, (3) financial crisis, (4)
social impact and (5) turbulent environments. Table 2 presents the final sample of 27
quantitative articles included in the systematic review.

Co-occurrence analysis
To gain further insights into the selected articles, we conducted a co-occurrence analysis to
measure the words and concepts most used and how they are interconnected (Borgatti et al.,
2009; Radhakrishnan et al., 2017). We analyzed the links between keywords in the 27 papers
using network-clustering algorithms in VOSviewer 1.6.19.

Results
We first present the overall characteristics of the 27 included studies. Next, we describe the
main findings by the uncertainty context analyzed.
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Overall characteristics of included studies
To provide the reader with a comprehensive overview of the main characteristics of our
article sample, we reviewed four organizational setting components: (1) the firms’ location, (2)
the country’s economic development, (3) the industrial sector and (4) the firm size.We selected
the first two organizational settings as units of analysis because cultural differences impact
autonomy and social interactions, making ICmeasurementmodels vary by country (Hofstede
et al., 2010). Regarding the industrial sector, the impact of IC on a company’s performance
varies depending on the industry (Tan et al., 2007). Finally, firm size affects operational
structures, with unique needs for large and small businesses in acquiring knowledge and
organizing operations (Buenechea-Elberdin, 2017).

Out of the 27 articles we reviewed, 12 were carried out in Asia, 10 in Europe, one in
Australia, one in multiple countries (Italy and Pakistan) and the remaining three studies did
not report such data.

Regarding the country’s economic development, we followed the newWorld Bank country
classifications by income level (2022–2023). The World Bank’s classifications denote high-
income economies as those with a gross national income (GNI) per capita greater than $13,205
(e.g. United States, Germany). Upper-middle-income economies have a GNI per capita

Records identified from:
1. Web of Science (n = 870)
2. Scopus (n = 1,127)
3. EBSCO (n = 712)

Total (n = 2,709)

Records removed before
screening:

Duplicate records removed
(n = 845)

Records screened
(n = 1,864)

Records excluded:
• Not in English (n = 170)
• Not peer-reviewed (n = 629)
• Before 1985 (n = 6)
• Not uncertainty focus

(n = 317)
• Not about IC measurement

methods (n = 310)

Reports sought for retrieval
(n = 432) Reports not retrieved

(n = 0)

Reports assessed for eligibility
(n = 432)

Reports excluded:
• Review article (n = 69)
• Public/NPO sectors (n = 33)
• Healthcare focus (n = 25)
• Education focus (n = 46)
• Meso and macro IC (n = 65)
• Reporting and disclosure of 

IC (n = 102)
• Not quantitative study

(n = 65)
Studies included in review
(n = 27)

Identification of studies via databases and registers

Source(s): Own elaboration based on Moher et al. (2015)

Figure 1.
PRISMA flowchart for
screening and
inclusion
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Authors
Uncertainty
domain Sector

Setting (sample size
and timeframe)

IC measurement
method

Edvinsson
et al. (2000)

Digital
Transformation

Cross-sectional • n 5 11
• Not reported

The Digital IC-
landscape

Bons�on et al.
(2008)

Digital
Transformation

Banking • n 5 54
• 2005

Intangibles Ratio
(Intangible Assets/
Total Assets)

Turovets
(2021)

Digital
Transformation

Manufacturing • n 5 340
• 2009–2018

Russian GAAP

Izzo et al.
(2022)

Digital
Transformation

Financial Technology • n 5 10
• 2016–2018

VAIC™

Peykani et al.
(2022)

Digital
Transformation

Automotive • n 5 10
• 2013–2017

Robust Window Data
Envelopment Analysis
(RWDEA)

Ishaq (2021) Environmental
Impact

Consumers of electronics
and household appliances

• n 5 980: Italy
(n 5 452) and
Pakistan
(n 5 528)

• 2017–2018

Green Brand Equity

Asiaei et al.
(2022)

Environmental
Impact

Information Technology
(n 5 8), Bank (n 5 17),
Agriculture (n 5 6),
Manufacturing (n 5 74)

• n 5 105
• Not reported

Green Intellectual
Capital

Asiaei et al.
(2023)

Environmental
Impact

Information Technology
(n 5 8), Bank (n 5 17),
Agriculture (n 5 6),
Manufacturing (n 5 74)

• n 5 105
• Not reported

Green Intellectual
Capital

�Sledzik (2013) Financial Crisis Banking • n 5 20
• 2005–2009

VAIC™

Tseng et al.
(2013)

Financial Crisis Information Technology • n 5 2,493
• 2001–2009

Four metrics:
Operation profit per
employee, R&D
intensity, Current
capital turnover rate,
Revenue growth rate

Al-Musali and
Ismail (2016)

Financial Crisis Banking • n 5 224
• 2008–2010

VAIC™

Patel and
Guedes (2017)

Financial Crisis Hospitality • n 5 1,647
• 2007–2014

Return on Intangible
Assets (ROIA)

Ousama et al.
(2020)

Financial Crisis Banking • n 5 31
• 2011–2013

VAIC™

Moutinho et al.
(2021)

Financial Crisis Banking • n 5 58: Spain
(n 5 42) and
Portugal (n5 16)

• 2011–2013

VAIC™

Massingham
et al. (2011)

Social Impact Naval Defense Industry • n 5 118
• Not reported

Human Capital Value
Measurement (HCVM)

Iazzolino and
Laise (2016)

Social Impact Cross-sectional • n 5 1,000
• 2010–2012

VAIC™

Jain et al.
(2017)

Social Impact Cross-sectional • n 5 384
• Not reported

Knowledge-Based
Theory of the Firm
(Sveiby, 2001)

Soetanto and
Liem (2019)

Social Impact Cross-sectional • n 5 127
• 2010–2017

Modified Value Added
Intellectual Capital
(MVAIC)

(continued )

Table 2.
The final sample of 27
quantitative articles
included in the SLR
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between $4,256 and $13,205 (e.g. China, Brazil), lower-middle-income economies between
$1,086 and $4,255 (e.g. India, Vietnam) and low-income economies less than $1,085 (e.g.
Afghanistan, Somalia). These categories are updated annually. We found 14 out of 27 studies
performed in high-income countries. Two studies were conducted in upper-middle-income
countries and six in lower-middle-income countries. In addition, two studies analyzed
countries with different income classifications.

Most articles analyzed cross-sectional industries (n5 8), followed by banks and financial
companies (n 5 6). Two studies investigated the biomedical sector, two examined
information and communication technology and two explored manufacturing firms.
Another four articles focused on agriculture, automotive, hospitality and naval defense
industry. The remaining three studies did not report any industrial sector information.

We followed theWorld Bank standards to identify the size category of firms (International
Finance Corporation, 2008). Twenty-one out of 27 studies did not report the size of the
companies. Two studies (Bozbura and Beskese, 2007; Ishaq, 2021) did not investigate firms,
but they surveyed consumers or experts to validate their hypotheses. Of the remaining four
studies that investigated firms, Campisi and Costa (2008) explored small and medium

Authors
Uncertainty
domain Sector

Setting (sample size
and timeframe)

IC measurement
method

Kozera-
Kowalska
(2020)

Social Impact Agriculture • n 5 120
• 2005–2018

Intellectual Sources of
Value Added (ISVA)

�Sebestov�a and
Popescu (2022)

Social Impact Not reported • n 5 278
• Not reported

Human Capital
Investment

Juma and
Payne (2004)

Turbulent
Environments

Biotechnology, Computer
Hardware, Computer
Software,
Telecommunication

• Not reported
• 1996–2001

Economic Value
Added (EVA™) and
Market Value Added
(MVA™)

Bozbura and
Beskese (2007)

Turbulent
Environments

N/A (Survey of academics
and professionals)

• N/A (Survey of
academics and
professionals)

• N/A (Survey of
academics and
professionals)

Organizational Capital
Measurement

Campisi and
Costa (2008)

Turbulent
Environments

Biomedical • n 5 22
• 2002–2004

Data Envelopment
Analysis for IC
Management

Kale (2009) Turbulent
Environments

Construction • n 5 1
• Not reported

Fuzzy Intellectual
Capital Index (FICI)

Liao et al.
(2010)

Turbulent
Environments

Biopharmaceutical • n 5 20
• Not reported

49 metrics to evaluate
the three IC
dimensions

Soheilirad et al.
(2017)

Turbulent
Environments

Cross-sectional • n 5 339
• Not reported

Intellectual Capital
Multiple Criteria
Decision Support
(ICMCDS) System

Tarn�oczi and
Kulcs�ar (2021)

Turbulent
Environments

Agriculture,
Construction,
Manufacturing,
Wholesale Trading, Retail
Trade, and
Transportation

• n 5 1,340:
Hungary
(n 5 653) and
Romania
(n 5 687)

• 2014–2018

VAIC™

Source(s): Own elaborationTable 2.
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enterprises, two examinedmedium and large firms (Asiaei et al., 2022, 2023) and one analyzed
medium firms (Kale, 2009).

In the co-occurrence analysis of all keywords, 13 out of 264 keywords met the threshold of
at least three occurrences, producing three clusters (human capital, IC and corporate
performance), 52 links and a total link strength of 90 (Figure 2). The top repetitions were IC
(n 5 18), human capital (n 5 8) and management (n 5 5). We highlight that among IC
components, the most prominent capital is human capital to the point that it forms a cluster
itself. Finally, while many studies examined structural capital, sometimes named
organizational capital, it is worth considering that the studies included do not prioritize
relational capital as the foremost factor.

Uncertainty contexts
Theme 1: digital transformation (n 5 5). The advent of digital transformation presents a
significant pivot point for IC measurement, transitioning from traditional methods to
digitized operations. Edvinsson et al. (2000) championed this shift, presenting the Digital IC-
landscape methodology applied to 11 diverse firms. They illustrated how visualizing IC
complexity significantly influences strategic performance, fostering knowledge transfer and
efficient IC management.

A study by Turovets (2021) further emphasized this transition, examining the impact of
intangible assets on Russian manufacturing firms (2009–2018). Despite a currency crisis, the
synergy between intangible assets and knowledge accumulation enhanced technical
efficiency, particularly in high-tech firms.

Izzo et al. (2022) evaluated the influence of digital industrialization on human capital
within the Italian Fintech sector, utilizing Puli�c’s VAIC™. This methodology quantifies
organizations’ efficiency in value creation through tangible assets and IC. It provides ametric
to evaluate how effectively IC contributes to organizational performance and competitiveness
(Puli�c, 2000, 2004). Izzo et al. (2022) found that while VAIC™ did not significantly impact firm
profitability, human capital emerged as a crucial strategic asset for competitiveness in
knowledge-intensive firms.

Figure 2.
Co-occurrence analysis
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Bons�on et al. (2008) undertook a multicountry analysis of 54 European banking firms,
studying the link between intangible assets’ presence and the sophistication of banking
information systems. Interestingly, a higher Intangibles Ratio did not correspond with an
advanced system.

Lastly, Peykani et al. (2022) advanced VAIC™ by proposing the Robust Window Data
Envelopment Analysis (RWDEA) model to assess decision-making under uncertain
conditions. The study affirmed RWDEA’s reliability amid large volumes of uncertain data.

Overall, these studies emphasize the necessity for evolving IC measurement tools in
tandem with the digital landscape, highlighting the intricate interplay between IC,
digitalization and firm performance.

Theme 2: environmental impact (n5 3). Three studies investigated the intersection of IC
and environmental performance, shedding light on the interplay between IC and ecological
considerations.

Asiaei et al. (2022) examined how 105 varied Iranian companies use environmental
performance measurement to convert green IC into enhanced economic and environmental
outcomes. The study identified that technological systems, patents and employee knowledge
as resources augment environmental performance and influence performance measurement.
The role of stakeholder relationships in ecological performance became apparent only when
utilizing environmental performance measurement.

Subsequently, Asiaei et al. (2023) explored the capacity of green IC, denoting a company’s
aptitude for green innovation, to boost sustainable practices within the same sample.
Although no direct link between green IC and environmental performance emerged, the study
inferred that green resources, including human, structural and relational capital, could spur
green innovation. Firms demonstrating such innovation achieved superior environmental
performance.

Finally, Ishaq (2021) devised an innovative “Green Brand Equity” scale to assess green
brand value from consumer perspectives. The scale utilized a cross-cultural survey of 980
consumers in Italy and Pakistan, encapsulated facets like corporate image, trust, repurchase
intentions and brand loyalty. The proven effectiveness of this scale providesmanagerswith a
valuable tool to gauge brand equity and optimize resource allocation.

Collectively, these studies underscore the intertwining of IC and environmental
performance, emphasizing the significance of ecological considerations within IC. They
indicate the utility of IC measurement tools in helping companies balance economic and
environmental performance.

Theme 3: financial crisis (n 5 6). Six papers probed the value of IC measurement
methodologies during economic downturns, accentuating IC’s strategic significance for
businesses.

Tseng et al. (2013) studied how business strategy impacts the IC-financial performance
relationship. Analyzing 2,493 IT firms on the Taiwan Stock Exchange (2001–2009), they
measured IC using operational profit per employee, R&D intensity, capital turnover rate and
revenue growth rate. The study confirmed IC’s substantial influence on strategic and
financial performance. Patel and Guedes (2017) assessed IC in 1,647 Portuguese hospitality
firms (2007–2014) using Return on Intangible Assets (ROIA). Findings suggested that
increasing returns on fixed and intangible assets significantly affected operating profit.

Four studies emphasized IC’s relationship with firm performance in banking, measured
via VAIC™.

Al-Musali and Ismail (2016) found a strong positive correlation between VAIC™ and
financial performance indicators (ROE, ROA) within 224 GCC banks (2008–2010). Ousama
et al. (2020) employed VAIC™ to study IC in 31 Islamic banks in the GCC (2011–2013). They
noted a positive correlation between IC and financial performance. However, the average IC
was lower than in studies on Islamic banks in Pakistan and Malaysia, indicating potential IC
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underutilization. Moutinho et al. (2021) used VAIC™ to assess 58 Iberian banks (2013–2016).
Their research stressed the essential role of human capital investment in shaping overall
performance. Finally, �Sledzik (2013) applied VAIC™ to 10 Polish and 10 European banks
(2005–2009), identifying human capital efficiency as a key IC contributor.

These studies underscore IC’s strategic role during financial crises, stressing the
importance of practical IC measurement tools for navigating these periods.

Theme 4: social impact (n5 6). Six studies tackled the question: Can investing in human
resources, a social development objective, foster a more equitable, prosperous society?

Iazzolino and Laise (2016) presented a VAIC™-based accounting framework to assess the
societal sustainability of knowledge-intensive and traditional firms, using data from 1,000
Italian firms (2010–2012). They found that knowledge-intensive firms invest more in human
capital, which is crucial for value creation.

�Sebestov�a and Popescu (2022) surveyed 278 Czech entrepreneurs to comprehend their
strategies around human capital investment. Results showed that companies (192) reinvested
nearly half (47.7%) of their profits, with only 20% directed toward human resources,
generating approximately 14% annual return.

Massingham et al. (2011) surveyed 118 Royal Australian Navy technical workers to
counteract subjectivity in human capital valuation. They introduced a methodology
integrating self-reporting, 360-degree peer review and personality ratings, facilitating more
objective measurements.

Two studies in lower-middle-income countries examined IC’s impact on performance,
focusing on wealth creation and sustainability.

First, Soetanto and Liem (2019) analyzed IC’s influence on the market value and financial
performance of 127 Indonesian firms (2010–2017) using a modified VAIC™. While IC
significantly boosted performance, with structural capital playing a pivotal role, there was no
significant relationship with market value. However, capital employed had a positive,
significant relationship in high-knowledge industries. Second, Jain et al. (2017) surveyed 384
SMEs in Rajasthan, India, investigating the impact of corporate social responsibility on
performance. They found it marginally positive, with IC playing a substantial role, though
competitive advantage had no significant mediating impact.

Lastly, Kozera-Kowalska (2020) assessed if IC aids agriculture’s shift toward
sustainability, proposing a new metric, Intellectual Source of Value Added (ISVA). Data
from 120 Polish farms (2005–2018) suggested that agricultural entities, though perceived as
low-knowledge, efficiently utilize IC, making ISVA more suitable than VAIC™.

In summary, these studies underscore the potential of IC, particularly in human resources,
to enhance societal prosperity and equity. They also highlight the importance of choosing the
most suitable IC measurement tools for different sectors, contributing to a more
comprehensive understanding of IC’s social impact.

Theme 5: turbulent environments (n5 7).The seven studies on this theme examine how IC
influences firms in highly volatile and unpredictable market or economic conditions.

Three of these studies investigate IC’s effect on financial performance. Juma and Payne
(2004) assessed intangible assets in various tech industries using Economic Value Added
(EVA™) and Market Value Added (MVA™) methods, concluding that these measures did
not provide distinctive benefits over traditional performance metrics. Campisi and Costa
(2008) also found that increased investment in intangible assets did not necessarily improve
business performance in Italian SMEs. Contrarily, Tarn�oczi and Kulcs�ar (2021) found
VAIC™ positively impacted firm profitability in a study comparing companies in Hungary
and Romania.

The remaining four studies proposed new IC measurement models for managing
intangibles in turbulent environments. Soheilirad et al. (2017) presented the Intellectual
Capital Multiple Criteria Decision Support (ICMCDS) System after finding IC increased
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productivity and creativity in Iranian manufacturing companies. Liao et al. (2010)
underscored the importance of employee satisfaction and strategic alliances in
biopharmaceutical companies. For construction businesses, Kale (2009) introduced the
Fuzzy Intellectual Capital Index (FICI) model to understand intangible resource movement
better. Lastly, Bozbura and Beskese (2007) identified the “Implementation rate of new ideas”
as a pivotal indicator for measuring organizational capital in uncertain situations.

In sum, these studies highlight the complexity ofmeasuring and leveraging IC in turbulent
environments. They provide insights into IC’s impact on financial performance and new
models formanaging IC. As volatility and uncertainty continue to shape business landscapes,
these findings and tools will become increasingly crucial for firms aiming to leverage their
intangible assets optimally.

Discussion
A practical model for developing an IC measurement tool
This study aimed to explore how tomeasure IC in a climate of business uncertainty.We found
no consensus about the best IC measurement tool. This lack of agreement appears to relate to
considerable differences in firms’ location, industry, size and performance dimensions (e.g.
financial, social and environmental). Differing IC tools could yield markedly varying pictures
of performance and, in some cases, contradictory patterns. Next, there is widespread
recognition that human capital is a critical resource during business volatility; however, few
IC tools currently incorporate human capital metrics such as employee satisfaction, turnover
rate, on-job-training and personality ratings.

IC measurement is a multidimensional challenge, requiring a broad understanding of a
firm’s intangible assets. Recognizing that no single IC measurement model significantly
outperforms its counterparts and the rapid transformations instigated by the digital era, we
embarked on developing a comprehensive, adaptable and resilient framework: The
IICM model.

Building upon the insights and strengths of various IC measurement models, we
integrated the best ingredients of the previous IC measurement models from pioneering
works included in this review. We aimed to devise a model that acknowledges IC’s
multifaceted nature, ensures adaptability in the face of digital transformation, maintains
industry-specific flexibility and utilizes quantitative and qualitative indicators, all while
sustaining robustness amid uncertainty.

The subsequent sections elucidate how the IICM model effectively integrates these
elements, promoting a comprehensive, dynamic and resilient approach to IC measurement.

Multidimensional analysis.Drawing inspiration from the VAIC™model (Puli�c, 2000, 2004;
Izzo et al., 2022), the IICM acknowledges the multifaceted nature of IC, divided into human
capital, structural capital and relational capital. These distinct components offer an
organization’s comprehensive view of IC, capturing the full range of intangible assets that
can drive performance.

Adaptability.The IICMmust be sensitive to the rapid changes of digital transformation, as
suggested by the Digital IC-landscape model (Edvinsson et al., 2000). The model should
incorporate mechanisms for these changes, ensuring its continued relevance in an
increasingly digital business environment.

Contextual flexibility. Learning from the insights gained from the application of the data
envelopment analysis for IC management (Campisi and Costa, 2008) and the Fuzzy
Intellectual Capital Index (FICI) (Kale, 2009), our model must be adaptable to different
industry contexts. A one-size-fits-all approach to IC measurement may lead to oversights or
inaccuracies; hence, a flexible framework tailored to specific sectors and company sizes
is vital.
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Quantitative and qualitative indicators. Echoing the approach taken by the ICMCDS
System (Soheilirad et al., 2017) and the FICI, the IICM incorporates both quantitative and
qualitative indicators. Doing so can provide amore well-rounded perspective on IC, capturing
not just measurable aspects but also intangible elements thatmay be perceived or qualitative.

Robustness to uncertainty. Building on the robustness of the RWDEA model (Peykani
et al., 2022), the IICM model must maintain its reliability when faced with uncertain or
complex data. This would allow it to be applied even in volatile market conditions, providing
valuable insights despite the uncertainty.

IICM model design. Each dimension is critical to capturing a comprehensive picture of an
organization’s IC. By incorporating qualitative and quantitative elements across multiple
facets of IC, the IICM model seeks to provide a more nuanced, accurate and actionable
evaluation of IC than traditional methods.

The IICMmodel proposes an integrative, adaptable and robust approach to measuring IC.
It incorporates different dimensions of IC, acknowledges the impact of digital transformation,
provides industry-specific flexibility and uses quantitative and qualitative measures. While
we propose the IICM as a promising way forward, we recognize the need for further empirical
validation and iteration to refine this model and confirm its applicability and effectiveness
across various contexts.

The metrics of the IICM model. The IICM model articulates various components and their
corresponding quantitative and qualitative measures, all substantiated by scholarly research.

We acknowledge that several metrics can be measured both qualitatively and
quantitatively. For example, qualitative metrics like “corporate culture” and “employee
motivation” can be gauged by survey methodologies, resulting in quantitative outcomes for
further analyses. Conversely, metrics such as the “efficiency of knowledge management
systems,” typically measured quantitatively, can also be explored through qualitative
techniques (e.g. expert interviews), indicating the often dual-natured applicability of these
metrics.

We classified measures as “quantitative” or “qualitative” based on their predominant
usage and assessment approach in the included papers, as delineated in Table 3. Future
iterations of the IICM model could further explore this dual nature, refining and
recategorizing metrics to enhance methodological approaches in IC measurement.

Offering a unified, all-inclusive snapshot of the IC dimensions and their respective
measures, this table sheds light on the multifaceted nature of IC. As a robust tool for
practitioners and researchers, it facilitates a comprehensive and easily navigable evaluation
of the interplay between intangible assets and organizational performance through a holistic
amalgamation of vital elements derived from prior models. However, it is critical to note that,
as with all models, the IICM will necessitate continuous refinement and validation to keep
pace with evolving organizational contexts and market dynamics.

Critical IC components in business turbulence
Our analysis revealed that human capital remains a prominent theme in IC research, as
evidenced by its high frequency of occurrence and distinct clustering. This reiterates that
human capital, encapsulating employees’ knowledge, skills and innovation capabilities,
remains at the crux of IC research (Bontis, 1998; Youndt et al., 2004). The high occurrence of
human capital underlines the view that the strength of an organization’s human resources
forms the bedrock of its intellectual wealth and is crucial to realizing corporate objectives.

Interestingly, despite the prominence of human capital, structural capital emerged as the most
frequently appearing component of IC. The emphasis on structural capital, which includes
organizational processes, databases and culture, underlines its fundamental role in shaping a
firm’s IC. It highlights the increasing recognition that how a firm structures and organizes its
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knowledge significantly contributes to its overall IC and can catalyze corporate performance
(Edvinsson and Sullivan, 1996; Bontis, 2001). This finding points towards the need for
organizations to manage and leverage their structural capital effectively for enhanced
performance.

The relatively lower occurrence of relational capital emphasizes its underexplored status
in IC research. Our analysis shows that while external communication plays a crucial role in
connecting the firm with its stakeholders and building its reputation (Nahapiet and Ghoshal,
1998), there seems to be a lack of sufficient understanding in this area compared to other IC
components. This underscores a potential research gap and provides a compelling avenue for

IC component Quantitative measures Qualitative measures Study references

Human capital • Workforce education
level

• Employee retention rate
• Investments in training

and development

• Employee motivation
• Leadership quality
• Corporate culture

Soheilirad et al. (2017)

Structural capital • Number of patents held
• Efficiency of knowledge

management systems
• Sophistication of ICT

infrastructure

• Degree of process
standardization

• Strength of
organizational culture

• Robustness of internal
communication channels

Bozbura and Beskese
(2007), Liao et al. (2010)

Relational capital • Client retention rates
• Breadth and depth of

strategic partnerships
• Level of brand

recognition

• Customer satisfaction
• Partner trust
• Corporate reputation

Edvinsson et al. (2000),
Bons�on et al. (2008)

Digital capital • Data volume
• Sophistication of data

analysis capabilities
• Quality of digital

infrastructure
• Extent of digitization

across business
processes

• Degree of digital culture
adoption

• Digital leadership
• Digital innovation

Edvinsson et al. (2000),
Izzo et al. (2022)

Innovation capital • R&D spending
• Number of new product

launches
• Speed of product

development cycles

• Openness to new ideas
• Efficacy of innovation

processes
• Strength of innovative

culture

Turovets (2021)

Tangible assets • Company’s physical
assets

• Financial resources

– Peykani et al. (2022)

Business
performance
indicators

• Financial profitability
• Market share
• Customer satisfaction
• Employee productivity

– Juma and Payne
(2004), Tarn�oczi and
Kulcs�ar (2021)

Adaptability
indicators

• Implementation rate of
new ideas

• Investment in R&D
• Company’s ability to

respond to market
changes

– Kale (2009), Izzo et al.
(2022)

Source(s): Own elaboration

Table 3.
Key components and
indicators of the
integrated intellectual
capital measurement
(IICM) model
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future IC research to enhance our comprehension of the role and impact of relational capital in
the IC context. The “Future Research” section will elaborate on this aspect.

Limitations
As with all SLRs, ours has several important limitations.

First, because of the heterogeneity between studies in the research questions, research
setting and IC assessment methodologies examined, it was not possible to perform a meta-
analysis. To address this limitation, we structured the review by uncertainty contexts to
allow for the identification of main patterns and key themes across study findings.

Second, the review excluded qualitative studies because we looked for empirical
applications of IC measurement methods in practice. We also excluded studies within the
public or nonprofit sector that could have contributed to the analysis.

Third, the search focused on peer-reviewed articles. Excluding other sources may have
been lost some studies. Nevertheless, we addressed this limitation by utilizing multiple
databases and looking across a wide range of article focus. In addition, we did not restrict our
search to journals with specific topics or rankings.

The studies themselves also had a series of weaknesses.We found only 27 studies focused
on IC measurement under business uncertainty conditions. The current turbulent era should
stimulate a deepen exploration of this topic. Furthermore, the majority of studies focused on
the IT and financial industries. There is a need in future studies to investigate other sectors,
including automotive, transportation and hospitality companies, as these industries produce
several social and ecological impacts. In addition, the studies did not cover all relevant
locations equally; more than half of these involved high-income countries. Finally, among IC
components, relational capital seems to be the least studied.

Future research
Our SLR reveals compelling avenues for future research in IC measurement.

The underexplored sectors like automotive and tourism warrant attention to IC
management. Building on Secundo et al. (2020), a deep dive into United Nations’ Social
Development Goals, specifically green development, fair work and gender equality, could
broaden our understanding of IC implications.

The IC assets’ impact on digital transformation performance is another notable area that lacks
sufficient exploration. Though innovative IC measurement models related to digital
transformation have been proposed, they remain to be evaluated or operationalized through
specific instruments. Additionally, Verhoef et al. (2021) suggest a potential for gauging
performance improvements at various stages of digital transformation—a facet overlooked in
existing studies.

Our co-occurrence analysis offers intriguing trajectories for future research in the IC
realm. The prevalence of human capital in IC emphasizes its central role in knowledge
creation and innovation (Kale, 2009; Massingham et al., 2011). Further studies could explore
the interface between human capital and technology, its role in enhancing industry resilience
and refining metrics within IC measurement models.

Structural capital’s dynamism prompts myriad research opportunities, such as its role in
idea implementation, knowledge sharing and innovation in digital workplaces (Bozbura and
Beskese, 2007; Iazzolino and Laise, 2016; Moutinho et al., 2021; Asiaei et al., 2022). Research
should explore how IC impacts organizational resilience and interacts with other components
to enhance overall corporate performance. Innovative methodologies for structural capital
quantification could fortify IC models.

Finally, despite its less pronounced status, relational capital deserves scholarly focus.
Understanding its role in navigating uncertainty, the impact of digital engagement strategies
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on it, and its interaction with other IC components under uncertain conditions could prove
fruitful (Kianto et al., 2017; Soheilirad et al., 2017; Ishaq, 2021; Asiaei et al., 2023). Formulating
robust measurement methods and indicators for relational capital will augment our
understanding of IC, facilitating firms to leverage their networks for resilience and success.

Practical implications
The findings have important implications for practice. The IICM model proposed in this
study is a sophisticated and adaptable framework for analyzing a firm’s intangible assets.
The reason for its creationwas the recognition that no singlemodel formeasuring IC iswidely
accepted, and the rapid advancement of digital technology has made this situation evenmore
complex. The IICM model is an all-encompassing, durable and flexible measurement tool
incorporating the best features from earlier IC models (Edvinsson et al., 2000; Campisi and
Costa, 2008; Kale, 2009; Soheilirad et al., 2017; Izzo et al., 2022; Peykani et al., 2022).

The model distinguishes itself by its multidimensional nature, incorporating various
aspects of IC, including human capital, structural capital and relational capital. This broad
scope offers a comprehensive assessment of an organization’s IC, thereby driving its
performance.

To ensure its continued relevance in the digital age, the IICM model incorporates
adaptability features inspired by the digital IC-landscape model (Edvinsson et al., 2000). This
flexibility ensures the model maintains utility across different industry contexts, thus
avoiding the pitfalls of a one-size-fits-all approach.

Themodel also embraces quantitative and qualitative indicators, enabling a well-rounded
evaluation of IC. It combines measurable aspects with intangible elements, thus presenting a
more accurate portrayal of a firm’s IC. Moreover, the IICM model inherits the robustness of
the RWDEA model (Peykani et al., 2022). It exhibits reliability when handling uncertain or
complex data, making it suitable for volatile market conditions.

Practitioners using the IICM model can expect a comprehensive, flexible, and reliable
methodology for evaluating IC. It combines diverse dimensions of IC, caters to the impacts of
digital transformation and presents flexible industry-specific utility while combining
quantitative and qualitative measures. Nonetheless, it is essential to underline the necessity
for further empirical validation and iteration to refine this model, ensuring its applicability
and effectiveness across various contexts.

Reflecting back on the financial crisis of 2008, its ripples are still felt by practitioners.
Many companies lost billions of euros in a single day, marking it as a crisis. However, the
present uncertainty might alternatively be perceived as an opportunity crisis. For instance,
Markets and Markets Research (2023) projects the digital transformation market to surpass
$1,549 billion by the close of 2027. Furthermore, firms can sustain employee motivation and
foster customer relationships by actively combating inflation.

In periods of heightened uncertainty, companies urgently need effective IC measurement
to respond and adapt to evolving economic and social landscapes swiftly. Firms risk being ill-
equipped for unexpected events without such measures, particularly around human capital.
Assessing IC may appear akin to measuring the “immeasurable,” and a single method may
not fit all scenarios.

The salient aspect here is not merely measurement but learning and value creation
through measurement. Instead of suggesting a one-size-fits-all method, our research
highlights the potential benefits of a strategic, tailored approach to IC measurement.

Companies can enhance their ability to handle uncertainty and turn potential crises into
growth opportunities by incorporating financial and nonfinancial metrics, including social
impact, environmental sustainability, and the creative capabilities of their employees.
A pivotal starting point could be introducing specialized training programs focused on IC. By
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enhancing employee comprehension and capabilities regarding IC, organizations unlock their
innate capacity to manage and utilize IC resources more effectively.

Moreover, establishing cross-functional teams dedicated to IC management is an effective
strategy to oversee and integrate IC aspects across departments holistically. Such an
approach encourages dynamic interaction and the exchange of knowledge and innovative
ideas, enriching the organization’s collective IC. By taking these pragmatic steps,
organizations can navigate the complexities of IC management, fostering a robust
infrastructure that catalyzes their journey toward sustainable success.
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